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REVIEW OF THE MONTH

Mean temperature and rainfall - Pitsford Hall
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Headline: Generally cold for the first fortnight with a NW’erly flow, then slightly milder but more 
changeable during the second half. 

February started cold across the county with 
cold Arctic winds and snow still lying on the 
ground from snow showers at the end of 
January. The juxtaposition of a fairly complex 
low pressure centre over southern 
Scandinavia and a ridge of high pressure to 
the west of Ireland were the cause of this 
Arctic blast. The 1st was quite windy across 
the county with gusts at Pitsford reaching 
36mph, but the winds died down over the 
next few days as the low filled. The 2nd was 
particularly cold with daytime temperatures 
struggling at 1.7C from a minimum the 
previous night of -3.2C. 

High pressure built in across the British Isles 
on the 4th maintaining a cold northerly flow 
and, with the exception of the 5th, clear skies 
overnight resulted in some hard frosts 
overnight. There were sporadic periods of 
snow associated with weak weather fronts 
moving southwards on the anticyclone’s 
eastern flank, although snow during the 
morning of the 5th turned quickly to sleet and 
snow. The low over Scandinavia had 
disappeared by the 5th, and over the next few 
days the Atlantic anticyclone would extend its 
influence right across the UK towards Scandinavia. With this high dominating on the 6th, the county 
enjoyed 4.9 hours of bright sunshine. 

Between the 7th and the 8th, the anticyclone retreated from Scandinavia and continued fairly stationary 
over the UK. Daytime temperatures at Pitsford recovered slightly rising to 8.6C on the 9th, largely 
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Analysis at midnight on 
1st February.
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because the airflow, although still generally northerly had a milder origin over the northern Atlantic, rather 
than the colder Arctic source of earlier days. The 8th and 9th were also particularly sunny days with 
6.5hrs and 8.0hrs being recorded on both days respectively. 

Over the next few days this high drifted slowly south-eastwards across the UK becoming positioned over 
mainland Europe. With the high centred right over England and Wales on the 10th, clear skies overnight 
and negligible wind led to a marked temperature inversion and fairly extensive fog. This fog lifted only 
very gradually during the day and for a good few days that followed, it remained dull and overcast. The 
cloud would keep daytime temperatures checked at around 4 or 5C, but overnight lows were prevented 
from falling below freezing. 

The high over the UK retreated to 
mainland Europe over the next few 
days, but retained its influence until 
the 13th. Fog on the 10th was slow 
to clear and there followed a 
succession of cloudy and overcast 
days. Temperatures struggled under 
the cloud, rising to just 4C at 
Pitsford on the 11th. Low pressure 
then drove frontal systems eastward 
on the 13th bringing outbreaks of 
rain and a brisk south-westerly 
breeze. This system allowed 
temperatures to recover slightly. 

High pressure, developing over Scandinavia, extended a temporary ridge across to the UK on the 15th, 
but the following day an occlusion was driven in off the Atlantic tied into a complex low developing 
between Greenland and Iceland. This brought a fair amount of rain to the county, 8.8mm at Pitsford and 
helped to clear the atmosphere of the stubborn cloud that had been around since the 10th. As this 
occlusion cleared early on the 17th, high pressure built in to give a fine sunny day, but then quickly 
moved south-eastwards into the continent. 

Over the next few days conditions remained cyclonic. Spells of rain occurred on the 19th associated with 
a slow moving cold front which introduced a fairly brisk north-westerly airstream. It remained cloudy again 
until the 21st when the next ridge of high pressure moved up from the south. The next development saw 
a low deepening south-west of Iceland on the 22nd. This low would track steadily towards the UK over 
the next few days driving strong winds and outbreaks of rain. Winds peaked at 41mph at Pitsford on the 
22nd, but remained brisk until the 25th. The weather had a theme of sunny spells and scattered showers 
until more general rain spread from the west on the 26th, linked to a new intense low over Iceland. A fine 
day followed the rain on the 27th, but further outbreaks of mainly light rain brought the month to a close 
on the 28th associated with yet another North Atlantic low. 
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Analysis at midnight on 10th 
February showing high pressure 
dominating the UK. In fact, 
conditions remained 
anticyclonic for much of the first 
half of the month.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL STATISTICS
The following statistics constitute the station’s official record for February 2015. Climatological observations 
are made at 0900hrs daily. Averages refer to the period 1981-2010. 

Air Temperatures:            
The Highest Maximum:  10.7  C  on  25th
The Lowest Maximum:  1.7  C  on  2nd
The Highest Minimum:  4.6  C  on  15th
The Lowest Minimum:  -3.2  C  on  2nd
The Mean Maximum:  6.7  C      
The Mean Minimum:  0.9  C      
The Overall Mean:  3.8  C      
Difference from the Monthly Mean:  -1.1  C      
             
Solar Radiation:            
Maximum (at 0900):  215.0  W/m^2  on  18th
Mean (at 0900):  72.9  W/m^2      
             
Relative Humidity:            
Highest Relative Humidity (at 0900):  100.0  %  on  4th
Lowest Relative Humidity (at 0900):  73.0  %  on  1st
Mean Relative Humidity (at 0900):  90.4  %      
             
Dew Point:            
The Highest Dew Point (0900):  9.7  C  on  26th
The Lowest Dew Point (at 0900):  -2.9  C  on  2nd
The Mean Dew Point (at 0900):  2.0  C      
             
Rainfall:            
Total:  30.5  mm      
Percentage of the Monthly Mean:  74.0  %      
Duration:  44.2  hrs      
Highest 24 hour fall (0900 to 0900):  8.8  mm  on  16th
Rain Days (>/=0.2mm):  9         
Wet Days (>/=1.0mm):  5         
             
Sunshine:            
Total Duration of Bright Sunshine:  63.5  hrs      
Sunniest day:  8.0  hrs  on  9th
No. of days without sunshine:  12         
Percentage of the Monthly Mean:  91.4  %      
Cloud cover (mean at 0900):  5.6  oktas  70.0  %
             
Pressure (reduced to sea level):            
The Highest Pressure (at 0900):  1040.5  mb  on  8th
The Lowest Pressure (at 0900):  990.1  mb  on  23rd
Mean Pressure (at 0900):  1016.6  mb      
             
Winds            
Run of wind (mean over 24 hrs):  130.8  miles      
Mean daily wind speed:  7.1  mph      
Run of wind (cumulative):  3661.1  miles      
Highest Maximum Gust:  41  mph  on  22nd
No. of gusts of 50mph or more:  0         
Highest wind strength (at 0900):  26.5  mph  on  4th
Mean wind strength (at 0900):  8.6  mph      
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Winds from the Following Directions:            

N 5 NE 1 E 1 SE 1 S 6 SW 5 W 3 NW 6 Calm 0
             
Concrete            
Lowest Concrete Minimum:  -5.9  C  on  3rd
Mean Concrete Minimum:  -0.6  C      
             
Evaporation            
Piche  39.0  ml      
             
Days with:            
Thunder:  0         
Hail <5mm:  0         
Hail >/=5mm:  0         
Snow or snow & rain:  3         
Snow lying:  6         
Fog:  1         
Air Frost:  8     
Duration of Air Frost:     34.0 hrs
Ground Frost:  19         
Gales:  0   

All data © Pitsford Hall weather station.

WINTER 2014-2015

Average temperature: 4.4 C (-0.5 C below average)
Total rainfall (Dec-Feb): 129.8mm (20.6mm below average, the driest winter since 2008-9)

The terrace of Pitsford Hall from the weather station showing the lying snow during the first week of 
February.
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GRAPHICAL TRENDS FOR THE MONTH

Maximum and minimum temperatures - Pitsford Hall
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Wind directions - Pitsford Hall
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DAILY WEATHER LOG
A daily summary of the weather recorded at Pitsford Hall weather station during February 2015. 

 WEATHER DIARY Max  Min  Rain  

1st
1cm of lying snow at 0900, very patchy & on grass only. 
Cold and feeling raw in a brisk NW'erly wind. Some 
sunny spells. Early frost during the evening.

4.1 C 0.5 C _  

2nd
Patchy snow still lying on grass at 0900 (1cm). Dry for 
much of the day, but overcast. Early frost and snow 
during the evening.

1.7 C -3.2 C 0.9 mm

3rd
Snow continuing for a while after midnight, but then dry. 
1.5cm of lying snow at 0900. Dry for the remainder of the 
day with spells of sunshine.

3.9 C -1.8 C _  

4th
Patchy snow still lying on grass at 0900 (1cm). 
Continuing cold with spells of sunshine during the day. 
Dry.

4.7 C -1.2 C tr mm

5th
Moderate snow for a time during the morning, turning to 
sleet and light rain later. Not dry until late afternoon. 
Cloudy all day. Early frost. Snow lying to 0.5cm at 0900.

3.3 C 0.4 C 0.2 mm

6th Patchy snow still lying on grass (0.3cm at 0900). Cold, 
but dry with prolonged spells of sunshine. 4.7 C -1.3 C tr mm

7th
Misty to start. Still some remnants of snow on the grass 
at 0900, but thawing away later. Remaining dry, but 
overcast.

4.1 C -0.3 C _  

8th Slight frost. Prolonged spells of sunshine throughout the 
day. Feeling less cold. 7.5 C -0.3 C tr mm

9th Dry start and feeling milder. Prolonged sunshine 
throughout the day. 8.6 C 1.0 C tr(fe) mm

10th Fog lifting only gradually through the day, but then 
remaining cloudy. 4.8 C 0.4 C tr(fe) mm

11th Light breeze. Continuing overcast throughout the day. 
Dry. 4.0 C 2.0 C tr mm

12th Remaining overcast. Dry throughout the day. Feeling 
cold in the breeze, but milder screen temperatures. 6.4 C 2.5 C tr mm

13th
Continuing cloudy. Occasional light drizzle through the 
morning. Showers later and then outbreaks of rain 
through the evening.

8.5 C 1.1 C 3.5 mm
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14th
Rain overnight clearing to drizzle and occasional light 
showers through the morning. Dry though for much of the 
day, but remaining cloudy.

8.1 C 2.6 C 0.1 mm

15th Moderate fog lifting gradually during the morning, but 
remaining overcast throughout the day and misty. 7.2 C 4.6 C tr mm

16th
Dry start, but rain arriving fairly quickly and then 
continuing through the morning and into the afternoon. 
Drier by evening. 

6.4 C 2.1 C 8.8 mm

17th
Ground frost, but an otherwise bright start. Prolonged 
and unbroken sunshine throughout the day, becoming 
mild for mid February by lunchtime.

8.0 C 0.7 C _  

18th
Slight ground frost to start the day, but an otherwise 
bright and sunny start. Prolonged sunshine continuing for 
the rest of the day. Again, mild for mid February.

10.0 C 0.9 C tr mm

19th

Light rain, starting just before 0900, continuing through 
the morning and into the afternoon, becoming moderate 
at times. Dry for a time late afternoon before further rain 
evening & overnight.

7.5 C 3.1 C 6.8 mm

20th Rain easing in the early hours, then continuing dry. 
Overcast throughout the day. 6.0 C 2.0 C 0.1 mm

21st
Slight shower overnight. Cloud dissolving around 0900 to 
leave a fine day with spells of sunshine. Feeling cold 
though in a raw NW'erly wind.

6.5 C 1.2 C _  

22nd Air frost. Early sunshine quickly clouding over. Rain, 
heavy at times, through the afternoon and evening. 8.4 C -1.1 C 5.4 mm

23rd
Cold start. Early sunshine. Sunny spells continuing 
throughout the day. Breezy though & feeling cold in the 
wind.

6.2 C 0.1 C 0.1 mm

24th
Slight shower just after midnight, otherwise dry. Good 
spells of sunshine throughout the day, turning cloudier at 
times through the afternoon.

7.9 C 0.8 C 0.3 mm

25th
Intermittent slight drizzle commencing 0630, easing 
before 0900. Dry during the daytime with sunny spells. 
Mild for late February.

10.7 C 2.8 C 0.1 mm

26th
Occasional feint drizzle followed by rain during the 
morning. Drier through the afternoon, but turning colder 
after a mild start.

10.3 C 3.7 C 3.5 mm

27th Frosty start, but bright and with sunshine continuing for 
much of the day. 8.0 C -1.2 C 0.1 mm

28th
Drizzle and occasional light rain through the morning. 
Drier later, but remaining overcast. Isolated shower early 
evening.

10.5 C 3.1 C 0.6 mm
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A notable local landmark – the telecommunications tower at Pitsford, often mistaken for the weather 
station itself!
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

The following data constitutes the station’s official climatological record for February 2015 and is © Pitsford 
Hall weather station. Readings are taken at 0900 hrs GMT or on the hour indicated. Permission to use if for 
commercial purposes must be sought in writing from the station manager, Pitsford Hall weather station, 
Pitsford Hall, Moulton Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.  

Observations at Pitsford Hall 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 8 3 5 1 8 2 8 5 3 9
Wind at Observation
Direction nnw wnw nnw nnw n nne nnw nnw nnw wnw
Speed (knots) 22 4 4 23 9 4 3 3 5 1
Weather 2 2 2 2 71 2 10 2 1 43
Visibility 8 7 8 8 7 7 6 7 8 2
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 2.6 -1.8 -1.1 0.2 2.1 0.1 2.8 2.2 4.5 2.3
Wet Bulb 0.9 -2.2 -1.4 0.2 0.9 -0.9 2.7 1.6 4.0 2.2
Max 4.1 1.7 3.9 4.7 3.3 4.7 4.1 7.5 8.6 4.8
Min 0.5 -3.2 -1.8 -1.2 0.4 -1.3 -0.3 -0.3 1.0 0.4
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 25 6 18 19 12 93 84 130 121 16
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 7 1 1
Grass Min (C) -1.8 -5.5 -4.1 -3.5 -1.9 -3.6 -2.8 -2.6 -1.3 -1.9
State of Concrete 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 1
Concrete Min (C) -0.5 -5.4 -5.9 -2.6 -1.3 -3.4 -2.5 -1.9 -0.2 -1.0
Evaporation
Piche (ml) 0.3 3.8 0.0 1.6 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.2
Rainfall
Total (mm) _ 0.9 _ tr 0.2 tr _ tr tr(fe) tr(fe)
Duration (hrs) _ 3.6 _ _ 6.0 _ _ _ _ _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ 0.3 _ _ 0.0 _ _ _ _ _
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 179.85 107.81 119.38 174.74 131.08 135.89 121.46 126.32 62.03 62.63
Mean (mph) 7.5 4.5 5.0 7.3 5.5 5.7 5.1 5.3 2.6 2.6
Gust (mph) 36 16 22 26 18 25 19 23 18 <15
Sunshine (hrs) 1.2 0.0 2.4 3.6 0.2 4.9 0.0 6.5 8.0 0.0
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 73.0 92.1 94.1 100.0 80.3 82.1 98.4 90.2 92.5 98.3
Dew Point (C) -1.7 -2.9 -1.9 0.2 -0.9 -2.6 2.6 0.8 3.4 2.1
Pressure (mb) 997.9 1006.4 1007.6 1019.7 1026.3 1033.0 1038.0 1040.5 1034.6 1034.2
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Snow _ 1 1 _ 1 _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.3 _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Observations at Pitsford Hall 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 8 8 7 6 9 8 0 1 8 7
Wind at Observation
Direction s sw sse e ene s wsw ssw ssw wnw
Speed (knots) 2 1 11 6 3 8 3 11 15 1
Weather 2 1 1 2 45 61 2 2 61 2
Visibility 6 7 6 6 3 5 7 7 7 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 3.6 3.5 6.3 6.6 4.9 5.4 3.4 3.4 5.4 3.1
Wet Bulb 3.5 2.1 5.6 6.1 4.8 5.0 2.6 2.2 4.5 3.0
Max 4.0 6.4 8.5 8.1 7.2 6.4 8.0 10.0 7.5 6.0
Min 2.0 2.5 1.1 2.6 4.6 2.1 0.7 0.9 3.1 2.0
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 5 9 35 169 5 42 201 215 26 130
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 1 1 1 3 2 3 7 4 1 3
Grass Min (C) -0.3 0.2 -1.2 0.3 2.3 -0.2 -1.6 -1.4 0.8 -0.3
State of Concrete 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
Concrete Min (C) 2.1 _ 0.4 _ 3.9 0.3 -1.4 -0.4 2.1 0.6
Evaporation
Piche (ml) 1.0 1.5 1.6 0.4 0.5 0.7 1.9 2.9 0.8 0.7
Rainfall
Total (mm) tr tr 3.5 0.1 tr 8.8 _ tr 6.8 0.1
Duration (hrs) _ _ 10.0 _ _ 5.9 _ _ 10.8 0.2
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ _ 0.4 _ _ 1.5 _ _ 0.6 0.5
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 21.95 108.41 152.75 71.46 62.62 166.20 113.12 218.17 143.81 48.97
Mean (mph) 0.9 4.5 6.4 3.0 2.6 6.9 4.7 9.1 6.0 2.0
Gust (mph) <15 24 29 16 15 23 17 25 28 21
Sunshine (hrs) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.2 6.8 0.0 0.0
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 98.4 78.6 90.4 93.1 98.5 94.3 87.6 81.4 87.2 98.4
Dew Point (C) 3.4 0.1 4.8 5.6 4.7 4.6 1.5 0.5 3.4 2.9
Pressure (mb) 1026.0 1021.7 1003.7 1002.8 1014.5 1013.6 1026.1 1037.8 1020.4 1007.6
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Observations at Pitsford Hall 21st 22nd 23rd 24th 25th 26th 27th 28th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 6 8 3 1 8 8 2 8
Wind at Observation
Direction nw ssw ssw wnw ssw sw w s
Speed (knots) 12 8 15 6 1 15 5 9
Weather 1 3 2 2 20 2 2 55
Visibility 7 7 8 8 6 8 8 5
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 3.0 0.5 2.9 4.4 5.6 10.1 3.2 6.5
Wet Bulb 2.1 0.0 2.4 3.0 5.4 9.9 2.0 6.4
Max 6.5 8.4 6.2 7.9 10.7 10.3 8.0 10.5
Min 1.2 -1.1 0.1 0.8 2.8 3.7 -1.2 3.1
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 99 114 33 97 55 19 199 63
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 4 7 3 3 3 1 7 3
Grass Min (C) -1.2 -3.9 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.8 -2.6 1.0
State of Concrete 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 1
Concrete Min (C) 0.3 -3.0 -0.4 0.6 1.6 2.7 -1.6 0.5
Evaporation
Piche (ml) 1.5 1.5 2.8 2.3 1.4 1.7 2.4 2.5
Rainfall
Total (mm) _ 5.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 3.5 0.1 0.6
Duration (hrs) _ 5.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 _ 0.9
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.7 _ 0.7
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 109.37 258.83 192.49 130.61 133.60 113.90 182.94 210.75
Mean (mph) 4.6 10.8 8.0 5.4 5.6 4.7 7.6 8.8
Gust (mph) 26 41 34 35 21 34 26 34
Sunshine (hrs) 4.7 0.2 3.6 5.2 1.5 1.1 7.4 0.0
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 85.8 91.0 91.9 79.2 97.0 97.5 81.3 98.7
Dew Point (C) 0.9 -0.8 1.7 1.1 5.2 9.7 0.3 6.3
Pressure (mb) 1000.2 1007.3 990.1 1001.5 1014.5 1009.1 1020.3 1009.9
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence. 
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UK WEATHER REVIEW

Winter 2014-15

This winter is very likely to be a record breaker. Provisional Met Office statistics show that the UK has 
had its sunniest winter in records dating back to 1929. 

While the figures for temperature and rainfall are fairly average, it has been one of, if not the sunniest 
winter in UK records dating back to 1929.

 

This is in stark contrast to last winter, which was the wettest on record with 544 mm of rainfall, 65 % 
above average; however this winter is on target to see 375 mm of rainfall, just 8 % above average. The 
southern, eastern and north-east areas of England have been drier than average while Scotland it has 
been one of the top-ten wettest winters in the series from 1910.

Interestingly, despite last winter being so wet and characterised by the frequency and intensity of storms, 
many areas also had above average sunshine. This was because the storms brought the rain in relatively 
short, sharp bursts, and they often came through overnight. This allowed plenty of sunshine in-between 
the storms, especially for central and eastern areas.

The overall average mean temperature this winter is expected to be 3.8 °C slightly above the average of 
3.7 °C. This compares to 5.2 °C recorded last winter. 

Early figures for February show the month was drier than average and likely to be slightly cooler than 
average. The month showed the variety of winter weather we can get in the UK - the first half of the 
month being dominated by high pressure, bringing mostly dry and settled and cold weather, while the 
second half of the month was more unsettled with westerly winds bringing Atlantic frontal systems.  The 
strongest winds and heaviest rain were across the north and west - with significant snowfalls across the 
Scottish mountains. 

Source: The Met Office
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UK WEATHER DIARY

England

The month began with cold air covering the country, bringing wintry showers especially in eastern 
counties. High pressure then built, bringing dry, settled weather until mid-month, but after the 13th it was 
milder with rain and showers but also brief incursions of colder air. 

The mean temperature for the month was provisionally 0.3 °C below the 1981-2010 average, with the 
south-west furthest below average. Rainfall overall was 87% of average; it was driest across the north-
east, with less than a third of normal in a few places, but wetter than average across parts of Norfolk, 
Kent and Sussex. Sunshine amounts were well above average in the north-east, with 113% of average 
sunshine overall. 

1st to 5th:

The 1st was a bright but cold day, seeing scattered snow showers in eastern areas, with Buxton 
(Derbyshire) recording a snow depth of 15 cm. There was a widespread frost on the 2nd with 
temperatures falling to -8 °C in Cumbria, but a bright day followed, with scattered snow showers in 
eastern areas. It began cold again on the 3rd, with -10.9 °C recorded at Bewcastle (Cumbria) but was 
another mainly fine day with only scattered snow showers for eastern coasts. The 4th started with a 
widespread frost, but a fine day followed with once again the east coast seeing scattered snow showers. 
The frost was restricted to northern areas on the 5th with rain and snow affecting some southern and 
eastern areas.

6th to 12th:

An area of high pressure was centred over the country from the 6th till the 12th, resulting in frosty nights 
and isolated fog in the north and west but sunshine by day, although it became more cloudy from the 
10th onwards. 

13th to 20th:

The weather changed on the 13th with rain spreading from the west during the day, but becoming patchy 
as it reached the east. The 14th was a day of sunshine and scattered showers but many areas remained 
dry. The 15th was mainly dry with sunny spells. A band of rain in central areas on the morning of the 16th 
spread slowly east during the day but not clearing the south-east till evening. A ridge of high pressure on 
the 17th gave a mainly dry day with sunny spells. There were scattered showers in the north-west on the 
18th but it was generally dry and mild elsewhere, with a fresh south-west wind. The 19th started with rain 
covering many areas which moved slowly east during the afternoon. The 20th was mainly dry with sunny 
spells although an area of rain covered the far south-east for much of the day.

21st to 28th:

The 21st saw a widespread scattering of showers of rain, sleet and snow, with the best of any sunshine 
in the east. Rain spread from the west during the 22nd, reaching the east by late afternoon. The 23rd was 
a day of sunshine and showers; some of the showers were heavy with hail and thunder. The 24th saw 
further sunshine and showers, the latter heaviest and most frequent in the west and north. An area of 
overnight rain cleared the south-east in the morning of the 25th to leave a bright day with showers 
developing during the afternoon, and it was mild with Hurn (Dorset) reaching 14.0°C. A wet day for most 
areas on the 26th as rain spread from the west and only cleared the far south-east late in the day. After a 
chilly night, a ridge of high pressure made for a mainly dry day on the 27th with the sunshine lasting 
longest in the east. A dry and bright start for some on the 28th was replaced with widespread showers or 
longer spells of rain later.

Wales

The first half of the month saw mostly fine, quiet and cold weather, but the second half was milder and 
more unsettled with rain or showers. 
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The provisional mean temperature for the month was 0.5 °C below the 1981-2010 average. It was a 
rather dry month towards the north, and the overall rainfall total was 79% of average. Southern parts 
were quite sunny, with 106% of long-term average sunshine hours for Wales overall.

1st to 12th:

The 1st was mainly dry with some sunshine, and just an isolated morning shower. A colder morning on 
the 2nd with a frost in most places, and showers all day particularly in the west with snow over higher 
ground. Another cold start on the 3rd with -7.9 °C recorded at Capel Curig (Gwynedd) and then a dry and 
sunny day, and cold again on the 4th but still sunny. After a cold start on the 5th it became milder through 
the day with some sunshine. The 6th was dry and sunny. Dry but cloudier on the 7th. The 8th had some 
early fog with sunshine later. Fog in the morning of the 9th lifted in the south-east but persisted in other 
areas or lifted into low cloud. The 10th started with fog in some areas; otherwise it was dry but generally 
cloudy. Dry but dull all day on the 11th. Mainly dry on the 12th but sunshine was limited away from the 
south-east, with light rain in western coastal areas. 

13th to 28th:

Rain through the morning on the 13th soon moved away, leaving some showers. The 14th was mainly 
dry, with some sunshine in the north-west, but isolated light showers in the south-east. Dry and sunny at 
first on the 15th but clouding over in the afternoon with rain into the west by late evening. The 16th was 
wet at first, but the rain moved away eastwards to leave sunshine and showers. Mainly dry on the 17th 
with some sunshine, before cloud increased in late afternoon. The 18th was mainly dry and cloudy. 
Morning rain on the 19th cleared east, leaving some showers for the afternoon. Mainly dry on the 20th 
with isolated light showers. Sunshine and showers on the 21st. The 22nd was dull with a band of rain 
moving in from the west from mid-morning, clearing to the east by late afternoon and then followed by 
prolonged showers, some wintry on the hills. Some sunshine and showers on the 23rd, and a longer spell 
of wet weather around the early evening. The 24th continued a similar theme, with the showers merging 
into longer periods of rain at times. Patchy rain in the south-west early on the 25th, then mainly dry but 
cloudy. The 26th had rain, at times heavy, through the morning which cleared by midday leaving a mainly 
dry and sunny afternoon. Mainly dry and sunny on the 27th with a few light showers later in the day. The 
28th was mainly cloudy with some rain developing for late afternoon and early evening.

Scotland

The first half of February was cold but fairly quiet with high pressure influencing the weather from the 5th 
to the 11th. However, the latter half part of the month brought some stormy weather at times with strong 
winds, some heavy rain in western areas and significant snowfalls across the higher ground. 

The mean temperature for the month was 0.2 °C above the 1981-2010 average. Rainfall overall was 93% 
of average, with amounts well below average in some eastern parts. Sunshine amounts were 113% of 
average overall; it was especially sunny in eastern parts. 

1st to 4th:

The month began cold, with showers of sleet and snow in the north on the 1st but generally dry and 
bright in the south. The 2nd saw some wintry showers, mainly in the north and west. A frosty start on the 
3rd with an overnight min of -10.8 °C at Dalwhinnie (Highland), leading into another cold day with 
showers of sleet and snow for most northern areas but also, occasionally, the south and east. Cold again 
on the 4th, dry in the south but with rain pushing into the north through the day.

5th to 11th:

As high pressure built, the 5th was mostly dry and fine apart from a few light showers in the north, and it 
felt less cold. Mainly dry again on the 6th with only a few light showers in the north. It was mainly dry 
again on the 7th and 8th with sunny intervals in the east and only a few light showers in the north. An 
east/west split again on the 9th with sunny intervals in the east but cloudier in the west with some light 
showers. It was mostly dry again on the 10th and 11th, apart from some rain in the north-west, with bright 
intervals in the north-east. 
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12th to 20th:

Rain at first in the north on the 12th with scattered showers developing later in the day mainly in the west. 
A period of rain in the south on the 13th but apart from a few scattered showers it was mainly dry further 
north. A mainly dry day in the west on the 14th but it was showery in the east at first. Dry in the east on 
the 15th, but rain edged into the west during the afternoon and spread across the rest of the country 
during the evening and night. This rain cleared into the North Sea early in the morning on the 16th but 
further showers and some longer spells of rain spread from the west throughout the day. A breezy and 
showery day for most areas on the 17th but the showers were fewer in the east. The 18th was wet and 
windy in the north-west, with 46.2 mm of rain recorded at Achnagart (Ross and Cromarty), but it was 
mainly dry and mild in the east with 15.6 °C reached at Fyvie Castle (Aberdeenshire). Blustery showers 
or longer spells of rain on the 19th for most areas but mainly dry in the north-east. The 20th saw showers 
or longer spells of rain in the west but was mainly dry in the east.

21st to 28th:

It was breezy and cold on the 21st with showers of rain, sleet and snow in the north and west. A very wet 
day on the 22nd with strong to gale-force winds and rain, turning to sleet and snow on higher ground, 
sweeping across the country. Wet and windy again on the 23rd with rain, sleet and snow in the north and 
west spreading further east through the afternoon. Still very unsettled on the 24th with showers of rain, 
sleet or snow and strong to gale-force winds for most areas. Although slightly milder on the 25th, it was 
still windy with rain spreading across most of the country through the day. It was little better on the 26th 
with strong winds and numerous showers for most areas, with the exception of the north-east, giving 
sleet or snow on higher ground. Another breezy day on the 27th with scattered showers, mainly in the 
west. The 28th was wet and windy with strong to gale-force winds and heavy rain, sleet or snow 
spreading to most areas from the west: a peak gust of 70 mph was recorded at Edinburgh, Blackford Hill 
and 49.8 mm of rain was measured at Tyndrum (Perthshire).

Northern Ireland

The first half of the month was mostly cold and settled. However from the 13th onwards it was unsettled 
with frequent rain, strong winds and some wintry showers, interspersed with brief quieter frosty interludes 
and overnight frosts. However, it was also milder at times. 

The mean temperature for the month was 0.4 °C below the 1981-2010 average. Rainfall amounts were 
mostly near normal, but slightly below towards the south-east, with 97% of the long-term average rainfall 
overall. It was slightly duller than average, with sunshine totalling 90% of average. 

1st to 12th:

Overnight frosts gave way to bright weather with scattered showers of rain, sleet and snow on the 1st and 
the 2nd. After a severe frost overnight, with a minimum of -9.3 °C recorded at Katesbridge (County 
Down), the 3rd was mainly dry and bright. Another frosty start on the 4th led into a dry, sunny day, with a 
few scattered wintry showers by the evening which continued overnight and at first on the 5th. It was 
mainly dry on the 6th and 7th and milder overnight. Frost inland at first on the 8th but the day was mainly 
dry with good spells of sunshine, especially in the east. The 9th was mainly dry but cloudy with some fog 
and frost inland at first. The 10th to the 12th were cloudy and mainly dry, but there was an early frost on 
the 12th.

13th to 28th:

Rain, heavy at times, spread into all areas during the morning of the 13th, clearing away northwards in 
the afternoon. The 14th was mainly dry and cloudy. After a dry start on the 15th rain, heavy at times, 
spread to all areas by early afternoon and continued for the rest of the day. The 16th saw showers at 
times throughout. After a frosty start, the 17th saw showers in the north but was mainly dry elsewhere. 
Dry at first on the 18th, but rain arrived by the evening on strengthening south-westerly winds. There 
were showers in places on the 19th, some heavy but also with a good deal of sunshine. Colder in north-
westerly winds on the 20th but sunny again with just scattered showers. After a frosty start, the 21st was 
a sunny day, with any showers mainly in the north. The 22nd saw a dull wet morning followed by further 
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rain and showers, some wintry, and south-westerly winds reached strong to gale-force. Gale-force winds 
continued on the 23rd with further rain or showers, heavy and wintry at times throughout, and a peak gust 
of 57 mph recorded at Ballypatrick Forest (County Antrim). There were frequent wintry showers on the 
24th and a strong north-westerly wind. Though dry by the morning of the 25th, another band of rain 
passed through quickly in late morning to leave a mainly dry afternoon, and milder than of late. Rain 
overnight, heavy in places, cleared by the morning of the 26th, after which scattered showers continued 
to feed in on the strong winds but with plenty of sunshine. A mainly dry, bright day on the 27th. After a dry 
start on the 28th, there were spells of rain from late morning, heavy at times in the afternoon, giving way 
to scattered showers by evening.

Souce: The Met Office
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NOTABLE WEATHER ACROSS NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

There were no notable weather events across the county during February. 

The switch to slightly milder conditions during the second half of the month saw the emergence of snow 
drops across the county. 
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OUTLOOK FOR MARCH

March began as February ended, rather cool and showery. A brisk west to north-westerly wind was a 
feature of the weather for much of the first week, feeding in frequent showers to northern and western 
areas, these wintry on the high ground and to lower levels in the north. Southern and eastern parts saw 
the driest and brightest conditions, but even here there were a few showers, some wintry.  Towards the 
end of the first week, high pressure began to move in to give a more settled spell of weather to the 
country.

There are signs that through the second week of March, that high pressure will become even more 
dominant across the UK. Therefore it should be largely dry and settled through this week with spells of 
sunshine. Depending on the exact position of the high, temperatures could climb into double figures by 
day, making it feel spring-like in the sunshine. But overnight, with clear skies, temperatures will plummet 
with frosts likely to be a common feature as well as some fog patches.

High pressure could well remain a common feature of the weather during the second half of March, 
continuing the dry and settled theme. While some Atlantic weather systems could briefly move in to give 
some rain at times, any prolonged spells of wet weather are unlikely with any considerable rain expected 
to be confined to north-western areas. Temperatures on the whole are likely to be around average by 
day, but cold overnight and frosts will be common.

Overall, March is likely to be a fairly dry month with high pressure dominating the UK’s weather. 
Temperatures are likely to be around average for the time of year, although nights will often be cold and 
frosty.
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The Outlook for the Rest of Spring

Much of Europe is expected to have a warmer than normal spring, but for the UK, temperatures are 
forecast to be around average as a whole over the next three months. This is due to the fact that the 
country is likely to flip between mild and cold throughout spring.

As north-westerly winds are expected to be more frequent than normal, temperatures could well be 
slightly below normal across western areas of the UK and Ireland.

Although March is likely to be drier than average, at least for a time, forecasts suggest that the UK is 
more likely to see rainfall above average than below average between now and the end of May, mainly 
due to the fact that we expect unsettled and changeable conditions to dominate.

April showers are often a key feature of spring weather and we expect that to be the case this year. 
However, at least with showery conditions, there should be plenty of sunshine in-between too.

It should be noted that there is lower than normal confidence in rainfall forecasts across Europe this 
spring and if high pressure is more dominant across the UK than expected this spring, rainfall amounts 
could fall below average.

So, in summary...

After a cool and unsettled first few days, March is expected to see fairly dry and settled weather 
dominate, but the rest of spring is likely to see a return to a changeable weather pattern.

Temperatures are expected to be around average throughout spring, although it could be rather chilly at 
times, particularly across northern and western areas, with some sleet and snow over the higher ground 
until mid-April.

Rainfall amounts are more likely to be above normal than below normal, although confidence is low and 
there are no signals to suggest that this spring will be a total washout.

The outlook for February is provided by The Weather Network, www.theweathernetwork.com. It does not 
necessary represent the opinion of forecasters at Pitsford Hall. 
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STATION REPORT 

A lot has been happening at the weather station recently. Heavy rain during the autumn revealed some 
significant problems with the roof of Pitsford Hall which required complete re-surfacing of the flat areas of 
the roof and re-tiling of the central pitched section. Some dismantling of meteorological equipment 
including wind sensors, an electronic sunshine recorder and the station’s lightning detector had to take 
place. Unfortunately, during this process some damage was sustained to the anemometer cabling and a 
temperature sensor requiring replacement. Whilst the anemometer and temperature sensors were 
restored to full functionality fairly quickly, the lightning detector remained down for several months 
pending a complete re-build of the chimney on to which it is bracketed. However, work has now been 
completed and all the instruments re-instated. 

The cup-counter anemometer was repositioned to enable our student observers to obtain a clearer line of 
sight to take readings which are used to maintain our record of run of the wind observations. The cup-
counter anemometer is one of the station’s oldest instruments and was the station’s only method of 
recording wind speed in the early days. However, other anemometers have since taken its place giving 
more accurate readings of current wind speeds and maximum gusts and it is no longer necessary to have 
this instrument as exposed as it was, forcing students to strain their eyes through binoculars to take 
readings.

Grass minimum temperatures have also been reinstated, for the first time since the dismantling of the 
ground meteorological enclosure in 2007. In common with many synoptic stations, Pitsford Hall now 
records the grass minimum temperature using an artificial grass surface, insulated from the roof surface. 
The discontinuation of the grass minimum measurement was a great loss for us, and we are now pleased 
to re-introduce this observation especially as it gives a good record of ground frosts during the winter 
months.  Local farmers and gardeners will be pleased to learn of this addition.

Work at the weather 
station during February 
has seen the 
repositioning of our cup-
counter anemometer 
(right of the instrument 
screen), the installation 
of a new automatic 
temperature sensor (left 
of the screen on the 
balustrade) and the 
introduction of an 
artifical grass surface 
and grass minimum 
thermometer (bottom 
right corner).

We have also been doing some design work on our web site to make it more compatible for users with 
widescreen computer screens and to enable visitors to access the information they require faster. The 
homepage was full of unnecessary information. This has been replaced with a much fresher page with a 
photograph of the station manager welcoming visitors to the site. In addition, the spreadsheet of recent 
clmatological observations has been tided up, with redundant and unnecessary data removed.  We have 
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also switched from using to Lotus 1-2-3 to Excel for recording our observational data. This move was 
partly prompted by the discontinuation of support for Lotus 1-2-3 in 2014, but also the additional 
functionality of Excel which enables us to update our web pages more easily, including a new graphs 
feature. 

Some of the old rotten decking was also replaced, what remains will be replaced later in the year. Also, 
the old evaporation pan, which hasn’t been in service for over a year, was also disposed of. Recording 
evaporation using the Hook gauge method was a tedious operation. The level of the water in the pan had 
to be constantly changed, adjustments made for rainfall, and gaps in the record owing to ice and errors in 
taking the gauge readings were common place. The station has been using a Piché evaporimeter for 
some time and this provides a more reliable measure of evaporation. 

Our next priority is to replace our thermometry with professional electronic platinum resistance 
thermometers. This move has been forced on us owing to new EU legislation that is phasing out the use 
of mercury. EU law currently prohibits the sale of mercury in glass thermometers to the public and, after 
October 2017, this ban will extend to organisations such as meteorological stations.  We will continue to 
use our traditional thermometers in the short-term, but our stock of replacements will gradually diminish 
and we will need to think of a phased in replacement, beginning first with the main screen and then the 
smaller screen and exposed thermometers (grass and concrete).

The newly commissioned artiifical grass surface and grass minimum thermometer recording a ground 
frost on a cold morning in late February. 
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SPECIAL REPORT: Martin Harley – Expedition Photographer

From sheer mountain slopes to Arctic ice fields, Martin Hartley specialises in photographing expeditions 
to some of the most challenging and remote environments on earth. Environments where knowing what 
the weather's up to is essential for a safe return - and getting some fantastic pictures along the way. 

Today, expeditions to remote corners of the globe are less likely to be made purely for exploration, but 
also for reasons that have a scientific or social value. It's adventure with a purpose that attracts Martin 
Hartley, a world-leading expedition and adventure travel photographer who has completed over 20 polar 
assignments and won numerous awards. 

"Nowadays, I think it's irresponsible to travel and not share knowledge of where you've been," says 
Martin. "Technology has made that so easy, that it's an integral part of any expedition." 

Sharing knowledge, whether through documenting life in unique communities, remote landscapes or 
scientific expeditions, is just what Martin achieves through his photography.

A changing world

Martin's heroes include polar explorer and artist Sir Wally Herbert and Herbert Ponting, the photographer 
who documented Captain Scott's expedition to the Antarctic between 1910 and 1911. But as he points 
out, polar expeditions today are a little different than they were for the great polar explorers - which is in 
no small part due to climate change. 

"There's definitely more open water to cross than there used to be," says Martin, explaining how his team 
has to carry inflatable devices and drysuits to cross channels that open up in the ice. A possible reason 
for this is the thinning sea ice that is known to have decreased in some areas from between 3 and 4 
metres thick to 1.7 metres over the course of just 100 years. 

"...if you're standing still at minus 40 degrees, no amount of warm clothing will stop you getting cold."
While studying the possible effects of climate change has been the driving force behind many of the 
expeditions that Martin has been part of - it can be incredibly hard to convey these environmental 
changes visually. "The problem with the Arctic Ocean is that while the ice is getting thinner, it looks 
almost completely the same on the surface," says Martin. 

 But, having travelled in the high Arctic many times over the past 12 years, Martin's first-hand experience 
leaves him in no doubt. "I know that the ice is moving a lot faster with the winds than it used to," he says, 
"and that it's breaking up more easily."
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Looking ahead

Whether it's Arctic winds or heavy snow, knowing what's coming next can make all the difference when 
travelling in such remote locations. Martin points to an upcoming project with top British climber Andy 
Kirkpatrick to climb Mount McKinley in Alaska - also known by its native name Denali - the highest peak 
in North America. Denali is also the third highest topographical prominence peak in the world. This is 
based on the distance of the peak's summit above the lowest contour line encircling it with no higher 
summit.

Having detailed weather information will help the team know when they can move forwards. "It's the 
weather that will allow us to summit and return safely." 

 Weather conditions have a different impact altogether on his Arctic travels, where the expedition must 
keep moving come wind, storm or snow. Besides allowing them to prepare mentally for the journey ahead 
and plan routes across drifting ice fields, knowing what the weather has in store can help Martin visualise 
the photos he wants to take.

"When the weather's at its best is a very boring time to take photos," he says. "But when there's lots of 
clouds or snow, or there's big dark skies - it's not that good for the expedition, but it's great for the 
pictures."

Getting a great shot

At times when the temperature sits far below zero degrees, it's a challenge to focus on anything but 
keeping moving, let alone compose and capture remarkable photographs. For Martin, it's a talent that 
takes complete dedication - and some careful planning.
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"It helps to have an ongoing shopping list in your head of the types of images you want to get each day." 
This is because when taking a photograph, speed is of the essence to protect fingers, feet and core body 
temperature from the Arctic chill. 

"If you're taking pictures or video you obviously have to stand still," Martin says. "And if you're standing 
still at minus 40 degrees, no amount of warm clothing will stop you getting cold."

The right tools

The cold can also take its toll on the cameras - something Martin's learned from experience. 

"I had six film cameras on my first polar expedition, and by the end of day one, they had all stopped 
working," says Martin. In extreme cold, the mechanical components in a camera can shrink and become 
too tight to operate, and batteries die. "I had to put two cameras inside my jacket and run around to warm 
them up again."

Since then, Martin's gone on to use cutting-edge digital cameras including a Nikon D3X, which is much 
more resilient to the cold. He also carries a Leica MP - a completely mechanical film camera that was 
made especially for him and put through rigorous cold weather testing. This means he always comes 
home with something to show and gets his work placed everywhere from books and newspapers to 
exhibitions at the Royal Geographic Society.

Besides having the right camera and a few spare rolls of film, there's one thing Martin couldn't do his 
work without:

"A smile. That's the only thing you should always travel with, which will help you in more ways than you 
could possibly imagine."
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APPENDIX 1: Weather Station Inventory

Rooftop Weather Enclosure and Office

Large Pattern Stevenson screen with
Sheathed pattern maximum and 
minimum thermometers
Sheathed pattern wet and dry bulb 
ordinary thermometers
Thermograph 
Hygrograph
Piché evaporimeter

Small Pattern Stevenson screen with duplicate 
sheathed maximum, minimum, wet and 
dry bulb thermometers

Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (UK Met 
Office MK2)

Instromet Ltd Electronic sunshine recorder 

Standard 5” Met Office pattern raingauge with 
additional check gauge (same pattern)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (UK Met Office 
MK1 – daily clock)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (Casella pattern – 
weekly clock)

Wind Vane

Totalising cup-counter anemometer 

Generator-type anemometer and wind vane 
(Metcheck)

Fortin-pattern mercurial barometer

Precision Aneroid Barometer 

Open-scale micro-barograph 

Concrete slab & minimum thermometer

Artificial grass surface & grass minimum 
thermometer

Boltek LD-250 Lightning Detector

Online Automatic Weather Station (OLAWS)

Instromet Ltd Climatica Executive system 
comprising:

Wet and dry bulb temperature sensors
Rainfall sensor
Wind speed and direction sensor
Electronic sunshine recorder
Datalogging unit with barometric 
pressure sensor

 2 Davis Vantage Pro systems1 comprising:
Electronic temperature & humidity 
sensor
Wind speed & direction sensor
Rainfall sensor (tipping bucket)
UV and solar radiation sensors

Web cams – Logitech C615 HD mounted in 2 
locations

Archive

The station holds weather records for 
Northamptonshire dating from 1880. Access to 
these records is restricted, although requests for 
data can be made in writing to the station 
manager at Pitsford.

Web site

The main URL for the station’s web site is 
www.northantsweather.org.uk

The site has pages containing local forecast 
information, recently collected weather data 
(including real-time data gathered from the 
online automatic weather station), archived data 
from 1998 to the present, as well as links to 
many useful sources of weather information

1 One cabled (in use), one wireless (not in 
service)
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APPENDIX 2: Code Descriptions used in the Register of 
Climatological Observations

Visibility codes

X Dense Fog <20m
E Dense Fog 20m
0 Thick Fog up to 40m
1 Thick Fog up to 100m
2 Fog up to 200m
3 Moderate Fog up to 400m
4 Very poor visibility up to 1000m
5 Poor visibility up to 2km
6 Moderate visibility up to 7km
7 Good visibility up to 20km
8 Very good visibility up to 30km
9 Excellent visibility 40km

State of the Concrete Slab 

0 Dry 
1 Moist 
2 Wet 
3 Icy 

State of the Grass
0 Dry with no deposits
1 Wet with dew only
2 Wet from fog (some dew present)
3 Wet from falling rain or drizzle
4 Wet from the melting of frozen 
deposits listed as codes 5-9, or from sleet
5 Ice resulting from the freezing of 1-3 or the 
refreezing of 4
6 Ice of glaze resulting from freezing of rain or 
drizzle on cold surface or ice from hail
7 Hoar frost - direct deposition of crystals from air
8 Rime - direct deposition of crystals from supercooled 
freezing fog or falling ice prisms or fall ice crystals
9 Snow 

Present Weather

00 -- clear skies
01 -- clouds dissolving
02 -- state of sky unchanged
03 -- clouds developing
Haze, smoke, dust or sand
04 -- visibility reduced by smoke
05 -- haze
06 -- widespread dust in suspension not raised by wind
07 -- dust or sand raised by wind
08 -- well developed dust or sand whirls
09 -- dust or sand storm within sight but not at station
Non-precipitation events
10 -- mist
11 -- patches of shallow fog
12 -- continuous shallow fog
13 -- lightning visible, no thunder heard
14 -- precipitation within sight but not hitting ground
15 -- distant precipitation but not falling at station
16 -- nearby precipitation but not falling at station
17 -- thunderstorm but no precipitation falling at station
18 -- squalls within sight but no precipitation falling at station
19 -- funnel clouds within sight
Precipitation within past hour but not at observation time
20 -- drizzle
21 -- rain
22 -- snow

23 -- rain and snow
24 -- freezing rain
25 -- rain showers
26 -- snow showers
27 -- hail showers
28 -- fog
29 -- thunderstorms
Duststorm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow
30 -- slight to moderate duststorm, decreasing in intensity
31 -- slight to moderate duststorm, no change
32 -- slight to moderate duststorm, increasing in intensity
33 -- severe duststorm, decreasing in intensity
34 -- severe duststorm, no change
35 -- severe duststorm, increasing in intensity
36 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, below eye level
37 -- heavy drifting snow, below eye level
38 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, above eye level
39 -- heavy drifting snow, above eye level
Fog or ice fog
40 -- Fog at a distance
41 -- patches of fog
42 -- fog, sky visible, thinning
43 -- fog, sky not visible, thinning
44 -- fog, sky visible, no change
45 -- fog, sky not visible, no change
46 -- fog, sky visible, becoming thicker
47 -- fog, sky not visible, becoming thicker
48 -- fog, depositing rime, sky visible
49 -- fog, depositing rime, sky not visible
Drizzle
50 -- intermittent light drizzle
51 -- continuous light drizzle
52 -- intermittent moderate drizzle
53 -- continuous moderate drizzle
54 -- intermittent heavy drizzle
55 -- continuous heavy drizzle
56 -- light freezing drizzle
57 -- moderate to heavy freezing drizzle
58 -- light drizzle and rain
59 -- moderate to heavy drizzle and rain
Rain
60 -- intermittent light rain
61 -- continuous light rain
62 -- intermittent moderate rain
63 -- continuous moderate rain
64 -- intermittent heavy rain
65 -- continuous heavy rain
66 -- light freezing rain
67 -- moderate to heavy freezing rain
68 -- light rain and snow
69 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow
Snow
70 -- intermittent light snow
71 -- continuous light snow
72 -- intermittent moderate snow
73 -- continuous moderate snow
74 -- intermittent heavy snow
75 -- continuous heavy snow
76 -- diamond dust
77 -- snow grains
78 -- snow crystals
79 -- ice pellets
Showers
80 -- light rain showers
81 -- moderate to heavy rain showers
82 -- violent rain showers
83 -- light rain and snow showers
84 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow showers
85 -- light snow showers
86 -- moderate to heavy snow showers
87 -- light snow/ice pellet showers
88 -- moderate to heavy snow/ice pellet showers
89 -- light hail showers
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90 -- moderate to heavy hail showers

Thunderstorms
91 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light rain
92 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only moderate to 
heavy rain

93 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light snow or 
rain/snow mix
94 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only moderate to 
heavy snow or rain/snow mix
95 -- light to moderate thunderstorm
96 -- light to moderate thunderstorm with hail
97 -- heavy thunderstorm
98 -- heavy thunderstorm with duststorm
99 -- heavy thunderstorm with hail 

APPENDIX 3: 

1981-2010 Climatological Averages for Pitsford

 
Mean Max 

(C)
Mean Min 

(C)
Mean 

(C)
Rain 
(mm)

Sunshine 
(hrs)

January 7.2 1.8 4.7 55.3 49
February 7.5 2.2 4.9 41.2 69.5
March 10.2 4 7.4 45.6 100.2
April 13.4 5.4 9.4 54.8 151.3
May 16.6 8.2 12.8 56.9 175.7
June 19.6 10.2 15.4 53.6 167.1
July 22.4 11 17.5 52.9 179.7
August 22.1 10.7 16.8 54.7 177.2
September 18.8 8.3 14.2 61.5 136.3
October 14.7 7 10.9 67.5 90.1
November 10.2 3.7 7.2 59.4 54.4
December 7.5 2.4 5 55.1 41.4
Year 14.2 6.2 10.5 658.5 1391.9
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This Month’s Weather Image

Early morning sun with feint halo viewed from the weather station on a day which began bright and sunny 
and ended with strong winds and rain.
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